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Abstract This paper describes the implementation of an Internet of Things
(IoT) and Open Data infrastructure by the Institute of Computer Science of the
Foundation for Research and Technology—Hellas (FORTH-ICS) for the city of
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Heraklion, focusing on the application of mature research and development out-
comes in a Smart City context. These outcomes mainly fall under the domains of
Telecommunication and Networks, Information Systems, Signal Processing and
Human Computer Interaction. The infrastructure is currently being released and
becoming available to the municipality and the public through the Heraklion Smart
City web portal. It is expected that in the future such infrastructure will act as one of
the pillars for sustainable growth and prosperity in the city, supporting enhanced
overview of the municipality over the city that will foster better planning, enhanced
social services and improved decision-making, ultimately leading to improved
quality of life for all citizens and visitors.

Keywords IoT � Smart cities � Open data � Data analytics � Smart city visual-
ization � Sustainable growth � Third party innovation

2.1 Introduction

As the IoT landscape is growing, expectations are also raised from both the citizens
(i.e. consumer) and the industry’s (i.e. producer) point of view. The smart city
concept aims at combining modern technology with social activities in the city to
address societal challenges. The term itself has been defined in many different
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ways; and several working definitions have been put forward and adopted for both
practical and academic use (Chourabi et al. 2012). According to Caragliu et al.
(2011), the common characteristics of smart cities are the: (a) utilization of a
networked infrastructure for improving economic and governance efficiency and
enabling social, cultural and urban development; (b) underlying emphasis on
business-led urban development; (c) usage of high-tech and creative industries in
long-run urban growth, and (d) pursuit of social and environmental sustainability.
For the purposes of the research work reported in this paper, the following broad
definition is adopted:

A city striving to make itself “smarter” (more efficient, sustainable, equitable, and livable)
(Natural Resources Defense Council n.d.)

Worldwide, an enormous amount of resources is currently dedicated to the
development of smart city ecosystems. Additionally, in such contexts, the wide-
spread usage of Open Data addresses the need of data availability and access to
knowledge. These two notions can be combined in a single vertical platform that
serves a twofold purpose, namely the: monitoring, harvesting and analyzing of data
flows on the one hand, and dissemination of these data to all interested parties on
the other.

From a technical perspective, the smart city remains a challenge due to the lack
of interoperability of the heterogeneous technologies currently used in city and
urban development. In this respect, the IoT vision, in a smart city context, aims at
providing a single extendable and interoperable smart platform that can ultimately
become a building block to realize a unified urban-scale ICT platform (Chourabi
et al. 2012). As such it can unleash the potential of the smart city vision
(Hernández-Muñoz et al. 2011; Mulligan and Olsson 2013).

Taking into account the aforementioned consideration, this paper presents the
challenges faced in designing and implementing an IoT and open data infrastructure
for the Municipality of Heraklion, Crete. The infrastructure is being developed
under a Programmatic Agreement between the Municipality of Heraklion and
FORTH-ICS, one of the largest research centers in Greece. In this process, R&D
outcomes of four laboratories of FORTH-ICS are exploited, including research
outcomes achieved through the collaboration of FORTH-ICS and the Municipality
of Heraklion in the context of European funded projects [e.g. FP7 RERUM project
(RERUM n.d.)]. The discussion on this paper focuses both on fundamental tech-
nological components and strategic decisions towards an open innovation
ecosystem.

Currently, the IoT infrastructure consists of the following nodes: (a) environ-
mental and weather monitoring, (b) air quality monitoring, (c) water quality and
management monitoring, and (d) smart parking. Furthermore, the intelligence of the
smart city platform is provided through an open data middleware and portal, a data
analytics platform and an open API for third party innovation. By releasing this
open infrastructure, it is expected that the city of Heraklion will, in the near future,
be capable of: presenting a new business model for sustainable growth, based on
cutting edge IoT technology; and promoting more intelligent city data collection,
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analysis, and rationalization, so as to foster intelligent decision-making by the city’s
authorities. This will also allow SME’s to exploit and create added-value services
for both citizens and visitors, including the elderly and people with disabilities.

2.2 Background—State-of-the-Art

This section focuses on the technological advancements that are related to the main
architectural components of a smart city infrastructure. These range from an
overview of the state of the art in IoT and smart cities to the different approaches
regarding network architectures, IoT and Open Data middleware technologies, data
analytics and information visualisation.

2.2.1 State-of-the-Art in IoT and Smart Cities

The evolution of computing technology is inevitably leading to a new ICT land-
scape, where in a near future the objects of everyday life will be equipped with
microcontrollers, transceivers for digital communication, and suitable protocol
stacks that will make them able to communicate with one another and with the
users, becoming an integral part of the Internet (Atzori et al. 2010). Such a tech-
nological evolution is already happening and expands to the city context, as it
responds to the strong interest of many national governments and regional orga-
nizations (e.g. municipalities) to adopt ICT solutions in the management of public
affairs, thus realizing the so-called smart city concept (Chourabi et al. 2012).

In smart cities, IoT technology has the main role in supporting value-added
services for the administration of the city and its citizens (Zanella and Vangelista
2014). At the same time, the existence of a connected, distributed and autonomous
sensing infrastructure leads to an exponential growth of data that should be col-
lected, maintained, processed and reasoned upon (Molinari et al. 2014).

Taking into account this situation, building a Smart City ecosystem requires
special care. The main challenge is to ensure that the infrastructure will be scalable,
resilient to changes, secure from the point of view of both the infrastructure and
users, and open for third party innovation in the city, by exposing functionality and
data.

In the context of this case study, in order to address the aforementioned chal-
lenges, five important components of the infrastructure where carefully designed, so
as to ensure that the ecosystem will be able to support the today’s requirements and
at the same time to evolve as new technologies and requirements are generated.
These components are described in detail in Sect. 2.4 and they consist of the:
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(i) physical sensor infrastructure and the network communication protocols, (ii) IoT
middleware, (iii) Open Data middleware, (iv) analytics component and (v) visual-
ization layer.

2.2.2 Network Topologies/Architectures for Smart City
Infrastructure

IoT refers to the interconnection of a large number of smart objects that aremainly able
to sense the environment and report their findings to centralized entities like cloud
servers. The term smart object refers to entities like wireless sensors, smart phones,
smart cars, etc. Due to the rapid advance of technology in terms of hardware,miniature
wireless sensors can provide a plethora of sensory data like ambient temperature,
humidity, gas concentration, weather monitoring, etc. Moreover, the proliferation of
operating systems for miniature devices like the ContikiOS (Contiki n.d.), TinyOS (n.
d.), etc., has enabled the interconnection of these devices using IP-based protocols
(e.g. IPv6). On top of IP, several other communication protocols provide
energy-efficient interconnectivity between the sensors and the backend servers.

For efficient data collection, a number of protocols are used like the COAP,
MQTT, etc. COAP (Constrained Application Protocol) is a network-oriented pro-
tocol based on REST architecture and it executes over UDP to avoid congestion in
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Resources in COAP are identified by URIs,
and clients send requests to a server based on a specific URI. Clients interested in a
specific resource (sensory data), subscribe to a server (e.g. Gateway) and receive the
corresponding measurements as soon as these become available.

From a telecommunication and networks point of view, IoT architectures cur-
rently face a number of challenges:

• Security: Protocol inefficiencies and software vulnerabilities have led to
numerous attacks against IoT networks, like DoS attacks, wormholes, Sybil
attacks, routing attacks, eavesdropping, fabrication, message replay, etc.

• Privacy: As sensors can collect and convey sensitive information, as for
example in the case of healthcare scenarios, privacy preservation is of para-
mount importance. IoT wider acceptance also depends on privacy preservation.

• Interoperability: A large number of IoT architectures have been proposed so far,
with significant contributions and technological advances in several areas (e.g.
energy efficiency, etc.). However, interoperability has not been properly
addressed, leading to ‘silos’ where each single architecture is isolated from the
others.

• Scalability: Very often, the smart objects (i.e. sensors) are severely constrained
devices in terms of processing, memory and storage. This, along with several
protocol inefficiencies, degrades IoT networks’ performance in terms of
throughput, delay and packet loss.
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A few “lighthouse” projects have significantly contributed to the maturity of IoT.
These are:

• RERUM (RERUM n.d.): a successful IoT platform, funded by EC as an FP7
project. The functional architecture of RERUM is based on the architectural
reference model of IoT-A. However, it follows not only a service-oriented
approach, like IoT-A as well as most IERC projects (Tragos et al. 2016), but
also assumes that the devices have an important role in ensuring the security and
privacy of the architecture.

• IoT-A: one of the first IoT projects, focused on the creation of a generic
Architectural Reference Model (ARM) that is used for deriving concrete IoT
architectures. The ARM consists of several sub-models that set the scope of the
IoT design space (Carrez 2013). These are the: (i) IoT communication model,
(ii) IoT trust, security and privacy model, (iii) IoT functional model, (iv) IoT
information model, and (v) IoT domain model.

• FIWARE: aims at building a core platform for the Future Internet and adopts the
notion of “Generic Enablers”, components that offer reusable and commonly
shared functions, serving a number of application scenarios. The generic
enablers provide architecture reference model for: (i) cloud hosting, (ii) data/
context management, (iii) applications/services ecosystem and delivery frame-
work, (iv) IoT services enablement, (v) interface to network and devices, and
(vi) security (Krco et al. 2014).

IoT technology fragmentation, along with the lack of global IoT standards, has
led to isolated IoT systems, incapable of communicating with other systems that use
different technologies, thus creating barriers for interoperable IoT systems. The
INTER-IoT project (INTER-IoT Project n.d.) addresses interoperability issues by
providing all those building blocks needed in order this to be achieved, including a
framework, a methodology and the associated APIs and tool boxes.

2.2.3 IoT Middlewares

Typical IoT architectures are based on a number of sensors, often heterogeneous in
nature, with different software and hardware capabilities. Moreover, several oper-
ations, like service discovery and orchestration, device registration and manage-
ment, security, privacy and authentication, etc., are required. These tasks are
accomplished by the so-called IoT Middleware (MW) that resides between the
devices and the upper layers (e.g. cloud servers, consumers’ frontend), hiding
the heterogeneity of the devices. Also, MW provides abstract layers for hiding the
heterogeneity of the various medium access layers used (e.g. Bluetooth, LTE,
ZigBee, etc.). A typical MW reference model is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Typical MW functionalities include code and service management, resource
discovery and management, service integration, location tracking, semantic
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annotation, communication support, etc. Existing IoT MW architectures fall into
three categories, namely the (Ngu et al. 2017): (i) service-based, where the
service-oriented architecture is adopted, (ii) cloud-based, where the sensory data are
stored in cloud servers and services like Testbed-as-a-Service, Measurements-as-a-
Service, etc., are provided to users/consumers, and (iii) actor-based that focuses on
open, plug-and-play IoT architectures.

There is a large number of significant research contributions on the IoT area, like
OpenIoT (Soldatos et al. 2015), Node-Red (O’Leary and Conway-Jones 2017),
Google Fit (Google Fit n.d.), Paraimpu (Pintus et al. 2012), etc. However significant
challenges still remain. Key essential properties for a robust IoT MW are security
and privacy. Due to the resource-constrained nature of sensors, the adoption of
common cryptographic primitives and privacy-enhancing techniques is not always
feasible. Strong encryption and privacy-enhancement is required for the transaction
between the sensors and the MW. Furthermore, user authentication and autho-
rization operations have to be supported by the MW.

2.2.4 Open Data Middleware Approaches in Deployed
Smart City Infrastructures

Although IoT architectures are primarily evolving over network technologies and
IoT middleware, currently the exponential growth of devices and sensors is leading
to the generation of vast amounts of data from the smart infrastructure.

Fig. 2.1 IoT middleware reference model (Wang et al. 2008)
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This inevitably has created the need for specialized data processes, such as storage,
inference and analysis of the large amount of information. In this context, research
is currently employing the power of semantic web technologies (e.g., SQL query
(Lee 2010), SPARQL query (Apolinarski et al. 2014), RDF/RDFs and OWL lan-
guages (Zygiaris 2013) on top of linked data repositories. Such smart cities
frameworks are discussed below.

Gambas (Apolinarski et al. 2014) is a middleware for the development of smart
city applications that supports data acquisition, distribution and integration. The
platform was deployed for several months in the transportation domain in Madrid,
Spain. A Semantic Data Storage (SDS) component is used to store the data in the
form of Linked Data. Query processors are used for data exposure to services and
applications. The execution of these queries can be applied with the help of
SPARQL query languages. In environments such as smartphones, the execution of
query can be applied with the help of RDF-on-the-go (Le-Phuoc et al. 2010).

Sentilo (Bain 2014) is a platform for the management of sensors and actuators,
deployed in the city of Barcelona, Spain. The platform includes many features, such
as Cloud Computing, a non-SQL database, a memory database and a simple
RESTful interface. Sentilo is designed and developed using open source compo-
nents, such as Redis, MySQL and MongoDB databases, Hibernate, JSON or
JQuery. A weak point of this platform is the lack of real-time data analyzing,
obtained from different sensors.

Anthopoulos proposes an architecture that identifies a model for urban infor-
mation, deployed in Kyoto, Amsterdam, Copenhagen and Trikala (Anthopoulos
and Fitsilis 2010). This system follows a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),
where all services are stored and presented to stakeholders. The proposed archi-
tecture consists of five layers: the infrastructure, information, service, business, and
stakeholder layers.

Zygiaris (2013) proposes an architecture that can be used in smart urban plan-
ning. This model was deployed in Barcelona, Amsterdam and Edinburgh. An
important aspect is the storage and access of applications using Cloud Computing
technologies. Semantic Web services and ontologies can provide an important
interoperable data representation standard, while languages such as RDF-S and
OWL allow the exchange of data across city domains. Data is exposed with the help
of Visualization APIs.

WindyGrid (Rutkin 2014) is a platform for Smart Cities that presents real-time
historical data, deployed in the City of Chicago. Specifically, the platform provides
three main systems to the city of Chicago, which are: situational awareness and
incident monitoring, historical data analysis and advanced real-time analytics. Big
Data technologies were used for developing the platform, such as MongoDB,
NoSQL database and parallel data processors. Examples of data include traffic
conditions, buildings’ information, and logs of emergency calls.

Table 2.1 contains an overview of the core functionalities and technologies of
the aforementioned frameworks.
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2.2.5 Data Analytics

IoT deployments for smart city applications are challenged by the need of dealing
with the analysis of massive and heterogeneous data, in order the extraction of
meaningful observations from raw sensing streams to be enabled. Towards this
direction, addressing the accuracy of sensing data streams in real-time is of para-
mount importance for providing sophisticated services (Sun et al. 2016). This
becomes even more evident as the community observes smart city platforms, being
enriched with crowd-sensing models, wherein the use of error-prone, non-dedicated
sensing elements are employed (Habibzadeh et al. 2017). Recent approaches in data
analysis over IoT sensing streams are discussed in the rest of this section.

Considering the case of performing data analysis over a cloud-based architec-
ture, Csáji et al. (2017) present a Smart City prototype, installed for monitoring
pollution and traffic in Budapest. The respective architecture considers acquisition
of information from the installed IoT sensing elements, and their integration over a
software module, responsible for handling missing and noisy data; while being
capable of creating short-term forecasts, accompanied by reliability estimates, in a
batch-processing manner. Along the same direction, a four-tier architecture for
smart city development and urban planning using Big-Data technologies (e.g.,
Spark Hadoop) is presented by Rathore et al. (2016). The objective of data man-
agement and analysis module is emphasized by combining historical information
with real-time data for the prediction of future dynamic events. Similar principles,
in terms of statistical data analysis, are also met in the City Data and Analytics
Platform (CiDAP, SmartSantander project) (Cheng et al. 2015), which aims at
processing both historical and real-time data.

Table 2.1 Functionalities for smart cities’ platforms

Smart city
architectures/
platforms

Data
acquisition

Data
management

Data
processing
(service
layer)

Data storage Smart city
deployed

Gambas ✓ ✓ – Semantic Data
Storage (RDF,
RDF-on-the-go)

Madrid

Sentilo ✓ ✓ – MySQL,
MongoDB

Barcelona

Anthopoulos
and Fitsilis
(2010)

✓ ✓ SOA Mobile or Social
network storage

Trikala, Kyoto,
Amsterdam,
base
Copenhagen

Zygiaris
(2013)

✓ ✓ ✓ Ontologies
(RDF-s, OWL)

Barcelona,
Amsterdam,
Edinburgh

WindyGrid – ✓ ✓ MongoDB,
NoSQL

Chicago
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Concisely, the CiDAP architecture defines a distributed computing framework
and API for performing both internal (i.e., indexing, simple aggregation and
first-order statistics) as well as external processing (i.e., clustering, anomaly
detection, and classification). The information-based framework, presented by Jin
et al. (2014) invests on sophisticated computational intelligence techniques (e.g.,
genetic algorithms, and neural networks) for converting information into knowl-
edge, thereby silently implying that the raw streams of input data are a priori
processed, cleaned, and normalized. Ultimately, the approach presented by Kolozali
et al. (2014) elaborates on the reliable information processing over smart cities data,
by means of patterns creation, fault tolerance mechanisms when malfunctioning or
disappearing sensor are detected, and conflict resolution strategies when data
analysis results in conflicting information; while it combines reliable (e.g., gov-
ernment) and non-reliable (e.g., crowd sourced) data.

Despite their scalable and modular architectures, the aforementioned approaches
neither consider the inaccuracy of IoT urban measurements for the data analysis
process, nor incorporate the extraction of on-line alerts while the system is in
operation. In this sense, there exists a literature gap in extending statistical data
analysis for IoT-based smart cities’ applications beyond essential pre- and
post-processing steps. As such, realistic factors that are sources of increasing level
of uncertainty in raw IoT sensing streams, while enhancing the validity of detected
alerting phenomena are not taken into account. Towards this direction, the herein
employed statistical data analysis architecture differs from the current state of art in
the following ways:

• It incorporates recent theoretical results that consider the characteristics of the
sensing elements (e.g., accuracy, precision, resolution, sensitivity) for the
lightweight and efficient quantification of the uncertainty;

• It adopts the respective toolbox as an inseparable part of the overall architecture
for the on-line statistical data analysis;

• It employs the resulting uncertainty-aware information for the extraction of
alerts that are associated to different types of system or data failure.

2.2.6 Information Visualization for Smart Cities

Information nowadays is rich and interconnected. It is actually not enclosed in a
specific system, but is omnipresent in our surroundings, producing networks which
create an Internet of Things (IOT). In this direction, the adoption of highly inter-
active visualizations holds a key role in providing insights on Big Data and IoT
(LaValle et al. 2011). Both administrators and the public require intuitive visual-
izations, which provide access to data collected from IoT networks and illustrate
information in an easily perceived manner. Application fields include energy
management, networking, decision support systems, traffic monitoring and logistics
(Singh et al. 2014).
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2.2.6.1 OLAP—Charts

Big Data usually consists of multidimensional data sets, which are cumbersome to
perceive and present. Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) is a widespread
approach for interactively filtering out extrinsic information and its analysis, pro-
viding a clear view of the data from different perspectives. Pivot tables, also
mentioned as cross-tabs, constitute a traditional interface for displaying OLAP data
by employing a multidimensional spreadsheet in which a measure of interest is
selected and corresponding dimensions present additional measures (Cuzzocrea and
Mansmann 2009). Several types of plots are employed to illustrate multidimen-
sional data, including numeric, ordinal, temporal and geographic values (Liu et al.
2013). Additional visualization methods include treemaps, circle packing, sunburst,
parallel coordinates, streamgraphs and circular network diagrams (Wang et al.
2015).

2.2.6.2 Web Visualizations

Visualizations based on web technologies constitute an integral part of displaying
cross-platform visual analytics in a manner familiar to both administrators and the
public. Web analytics (Mikusz et al. 2015) are applied for gaining insights on
statistical characteristics of IoT infrastructure and metrics. Additionally, web
visualization is employed for spatial data representations. AVIoT (Jeong et al.
2015) is a proposed web interface that is suitable for both indoor and outdoor
locations and can facilitate actuator placement in IoT environments. Visual ana-
lytics are proposed by Batty and Hudson-Smith (2014), combining chart repre-
sentations, cartography, augmented and virtual reality in the context of urban
design.

2.2.6.3 Geospatial Data

Geospatial data are present both in the context of Big Data and IoT technologies.
The significance of spatial data characteristics was mentioned in 1970 by Tobler’s
first law of geography (Tobler and Waldo 1970), where “near things are more
related than distant things”, regardless of information interconnections. Geospatial
big data constitute a significant portion of Big Data (Lee and Kang 2015).

Interactive maps are the prevalent interface applied for geospatial information,
constituting a geographic visualization based on a common point of reference that
displays information with regard to their location in space. Actions on the
geospatial representations include map projection, pan and zoom (Cartwright et al.
2001). Common visualization approaches, utilizing map interfaces, include heat
maps (Fisher 2007) and hypermaps (Kraak and Van Driel 1997). In terms of IoT
visualizations, Merlino et al. (2014) combine maps and dashboards in order to
visualize the sensory spatial distribution and the corresponding values respectively.
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2.3 Heraklion Smart City Ecosystem

2.3.1 Introducing the City of Heraklion

Heraklion is the largest urban centre in Crete, the capital of the region and the
economic centre of the island. The town enjoys a dynamic and imaginative com-
bination of natural beauty climate, strategic position, cultural heritage and scientific
background that has created a unique environment to support the broader entre-
preneurial activity in the region and stimulate the local economy. Today Heraklion
is the top choice for tourist destinations in the Mediterranean area, thanks to its
strategic geopolitical position that connects three continents and many different
cultures. According to the results of 2011 census, the population of the city was
173,993 inhabitants; while the Heraklion urban area has a population of 225,574
and it extends over an area of 225.5 km2 (87 sq. mi).

According to a recent report published by travel analysts Euromonitor
International (Euromonitor International 2017) and launched at the World Travel
Market in London, Heraklion is Europe’s fastest growing tourism destination for
2017. The city welcomed 11% more visitors in 2017, compared with the same
period in 2016, surpassing its European rivals. In total 3.2 million visitors arrived in
2017.

The Mediterranean encompasses an amalgam of diversified nations and cultures.
Despite this cultural barrier, there are similarities and common issues that can be
found across the Mediterranean cities. Climate related issues, such as limited water
supply and high temperatures during the summer, call for immediate action for an
effective and sustainable way of water resource management. In addition, the
current economic recession coupled with the refugee crisis across many
Mediterranean countries requires new tools and methods for efficiently governing
and managing cities and swiftly responding to an ever increasing demand for
resources.

Challenges considered by this research work include the: (a) empowering of
citizens by providing access to information and to new innovative services;
(b) deployment of tools and services that will support intelligent decision-making
for city management; (c) creation of added-value services for both citizens and
visitors.

2.3.2 Ecosystem Architecture

Planning and developing a smart city ecosystem for the Heraklion case study
required a careful and thorough examination of existing paradigms, architectures
and technologies, such as the ones described in Sect. 2.2. Best practices in suc-
cessful smart city instances were taken into account, leading to the development of
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a modular platform that encompasses the integration of disparate systems and caters
for future system scalability and expandability.

The Heraklion Smart City ecosystem (Fig. 2.2) consists of 3 interoperable
layers, namely the Data Sources Layer, the Smart City Platform Layer and the Data
Consumers Layer.

The Data Sources Layer contains the physical layer of the IoT infrastructure and
the external Open Data sources, both of which act as data feeders of the Smart City
Platform Layer.

The Smart City Platform Layer comprises:

• The core engine of the Middleware infrastructure, linking physical asset mon-
itoring and external data extraction with databases and analytical engines.

• The Smart City web portal, serving public dissemination of accumulated
knowledge.

• The monitoring and management services, providing smart city governance and
city management tools.

• A public web API, available for third-party agents.

The Data Consumers Layer represents the Smart City end-users, namely:

• Public Administration
• Citizens and city visitors
• Commercial App providers

Access to these data represents an opportunity for SMEs to exploit and create
added-value services for both citizens and visitors. A few examples of such services
are travel applications based on real-time information, targeted advertising services

Fig. 2.2 Heraklion smart city ecosystem
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and real estate tools that compare the potential value of alternative business or
building locations. These data-enabled services could also provide a potential
source of revenue for the data owners.

2.4 Heraklion IoT and Open Data Ecosystem Architecture

This section discusses the system architecture and the individual components that
were integrated for building the core infrastructure of the Smart City ecosystem
(Fig. 2.3).

2.4.1 Technology

The telecommunication standards, which may be incorporated in the case study
architecture, are not fixed or predefined by the architecture. Any suitable commu-
nication technology can be integrated by the implementation of the proper software
interfaces. Initially two standards were selected, based on their capabilities, per-
formance, and robustness in large scale deployments, the LoRaWAN (LoRa
Alliance n.d..) and the IEEE 802.15.4g (IEEE Std 802.15.4g-2012 n.d.), assisted by
the 6LoWPAN (IETF n.d..) technology. In addition, this section covers the tech-
nological choices made for the platform’s data repository and data analytics.

Fig. 2.3 Heraklion smart city architecture
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2.4.1.1 Communication Standards Details

One of the most promising LowPower WAN technologies is LoRaWAN. It has
been developed by a large multi-disciplinary consortium of companies; and it is
based on the proprietary LoRa physical layer technology. It is based on the chirp
spread spectrum (CSS) technology, providing many advantages over single carrier
technologies, being very robust against interference.

LoRaWAN supports 6 spreading factors, from 7 to 12, depending on the selected
data rate. The frequency bands for Europe are 863–870 MHz and 433 MHz,
although there are no products yet to implement the 433 MHz band. EU868 MHz
end-devices should be capable of operating in the 863–870 MHz frequency band
and should feature a channel data structure capable of storing the parameters of at
least 16 channels.

LoRaWAN networks are typically deployed in a star-of-stars topology, where
Gateways, a.k.a. Concentrators, relay messages between end-devices and a central
Network Server, which forwards the packets to the appropriate Application Server
via the Internet. End-devices use single hop LoRa communication to one or more
Gateways.

6LoWPAN is the acronym of IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area
Networks. It is an open IETF specification for the use of IPv6 networking over IEEE
802.15.4 based networks. Mesh routing, header compression and encapsulation are
provided and optimized for the use with the 802.15.4 technology. Due to the use of
IP technology, the connectivity of such networks to the Internet is seamless.

The set of standards under the umbrella of IEEE 802.15.4 is large. The one that
currently provides a good balance between range and data rate is the 802.15.4g or
Wi-SUN. It is optimized for very large scale applications use, mainly targeting on
low power consumption, low data rate smart metering systems and advanced utility
management systems.

IEEE 802.15.4g supports multi-rate and multi-regional frequency shift keying
(MR-FSK); multi-rate and multi-regional orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (MR-OFDM); and multi-rate and multi-regional offset quadrature
phase-shift keying (MR-O-QPSK) modulations. The frequency bands, which may
be used in Europe, are 863–870 MHz and 2400–2483.5 MHz. The rate with respect
to the modulation can be from 6.25 to 200 kbit/s.

2.4.1.2 Data Storage

The data storage component used by the Open Data Middleware (ODM) uses the
relational database PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL n.d.) for storing the data produced by
the IoT Middleware. PostgreSQL was selected over other database solutions for a
number of reasons. It is a robust open source, object-relational database, with a very
large community of users and developers. PostgreSQL carries many advantages
such as flexibility, stability, usage of a standard data access language (SQL),
support of ACID transactional consistency, limitless indexing, built-in data integrity
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and a vast eco-system. Moreover, it supports a large number of advanced data
types, such as multi-dimensional arrays, user-defined types, as well as geographic
data types, provided by the spatial database extender PostGIS(PostGIS n.d.).
PostGIS provides support for location SQL queries, a quite useful feature for IoT
infrastructures, employed in the context of smart cities. PostgREST (PostgREST n.
d.) is used for data exchange interoperability with the visualization layer and other
3rd party data consumer applications. PostgREST is a standalone web server that
turns PostgreSQL database into a high performance RESTful API. PostgREST
handles authentication via JSON Web Tokens (JSON Web Tokens n.d.); and
delegates authorization according to the access control policies as specified and
stored in the database, resulting in a single declarative source of truth for security.

2.4.1.3 Data Analysis

Going well beyond the calculation of first order statistics, the objective of the
statistical data analysis herein employed is to timely detect abnormal changes in the
sensing data streams, and enable early prediction of alerting phenomena. To this
end, the High-level Data Management Toolbox (HDMA) (Tzagkarakis et al. 2014
and Tzagkarakis et al. 2015) is employed, originally designed and developed to
meet the objectives of industrial Cyber-Physical Systems in general, and smart
water networks in particular.

The key elements of HDMA (Fig. 2.4) are the quantification of uncertainties in
given raw sensing streams; and the calculation of extreme events, considering the
uncertainty-aware data. Concisely, the uncertainty in a quantity to be measured,
henceforth called sensing modality (e.g., temperature), characterizes the dispersion
of the values that could be attributed to that quantity (Aggarwal 2010). Thus, the
uncertainty provides an indication on how inaccurate or incorrect a measurement is,
as a result of the imperfections in the underlying sensing infrastructure.

The HDMA toolbox differentiates the independent sources of uncertainty into
either statistical or systematic. The resulting values of uncertainty are consolidated

Fig. 2.4 The architecture of the HDMA toolbox (Tzagkarakis et al. 2014, 2015)
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in order to calculate both the combined uncertainty, which characterizes the sensing
modality; and the expanded uncertainty, which expresses the combined uncertainty
at a specific level of confidence.

The expanded uncertainty for each sensing modality is in turn employed for
enhancing the detection of extreme events over the data streams. Specifically,
driven by the demand of providing timely notifications of alerting phenomena, the
HDMA toolbox considers a modified version of the compliance-with-operating-
limits method that incorporates the estimated uncertainty into the streaming data for
detecting when the measurements exceed the upper or lower application-specific
operational limits (Fig. 2.5).

While this method extracts an inference for each individual measurement of the
input stream, the early-warning mechanism of the HDMA toolbox relies on a
majority rule, according to which an alert is generated if N consecutive
uncertainty-aware measurements exceed the operational limits.

2.4.2 Backbone Components

2.4.2.1 IoT Nodes and Sensors

This section provides a brief description of the hardware and software components
that constitute the Nodes of the Heraklion IoT ecosystem. The nodes are distin-
guished into 6LoWPAN-enabled and LoRaWAN-enabled, since they differ in terms
of wireless technology and smart-city services they support.

Fig. 2.5 The compliance with operating limit over the uncertainty-aware data stream
(Tzagkarakis et al. 2014 and Tzagkarakis et al. 2015), indicating: a the case of full compliance
with operational limits, b–d the uncertainty-aware value is below or above the upper operational
limit, but the limit remains within the uncertainty, c–e the uncertainty-aware value exceeds the
upper or lower limit
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6LoWPAN Nodes
Each 6LoWPAN-enabled Sensor Node (SiSN) is built upon a Zolertia RE-Mote

platform that hosts an ARM M3-Cortex running at 32 MHz, 32 KB RAM and
512 MB Flash Memory; and offers dual radio operation both in ISM 2.4 GHz and
ISM 863–950 MHz frequency band, under IEEE 802.15.4 standard. External
sensors can be attached to the RE-Mote platform through a number of communi-
cation ports (I2C, SPI, 12-Bit ADC with configurable resolution). The interested
reader is addressed to (Angelakis 2016) for a more detailed characterization of
selected sensor hardware.

IPv6 connectivity, specifically tailored for the low-power and
resource-constrained nature of the RE-Mote platform, is offered by the Contiki OS
(Dunkels et al. 2004). On the application layer of the network stack lays the
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) (Bormann et al. 2012). Measurements
collected through sensor drivers are exposed as CoAP resources by a CoAP server
running on the RE-Mote. The CoAP asynchronous notification mechanism
(OBSERVE) is used for periodic sensor measurement collection over UDP trans-
port with application layer reliable unicast. Apart from sensory measurements,
self-monitoring resources that report network statistics, device hardware/software
info and power consumption are also exposed.

6LoWPAN-enabled Sensor Nodes interact with the OpenIoT Middleware
(OMW) through the 6LoWPAN IoT Gateway (SiGW), which has fog character-
istics such as local data processing, storage and networking services (Charalampidis
2017). It is mainly responsible for providing network and application protocol
translation (translate a CoAP/UDP packet to a HTTP/TCP packet and a 6LoWPAN
(IPv6) to a standard Ethernet/WiFi packet (IPv4) and vice versa). Apart from that,
the SiGW offers functionalities such as sensor registration, monitoring and man-
agement, measurement aggregation and forwarding. Essentially, it hosts two dif-
ferent network interfaces. On the one side, there is an IEEE 802.15.4 interface,
offered by a RE-Mote (acting as the 6LoWPAN border router) that enables con-
nectivity to the Sensor Nodes. On the other side, connectivity to the OMW is
provided by common interfaces, i.e. either the Ethernet or WiFi interface of a
Raspberry-Pi 3 running Raspbian OS.

Each SiGW installed in the Heraklion IoT ecosystem ensures that the registration
of the SiSNs to the OMW is performed in an easy, transparent and adaptive way. In
particular, a CoAP server, running at the SiGW, plays the role of a registrar that
handles registration messages received from the SiSNs; stores necessary identity
information in a local database; and forwards registration messages to the OMW.
Moreover, the SiGW implements a mechanism for per SiSN measurement collec-
tion activation/de-activation. Finally, additional security and reliability enhancing
techniques include connectivity between OMW and SiGW, realized through the use
of a VPN connection as well as local logging and monitoring, which ensures that
transmission of measurements to the OMW is not disrupted by i.e. a reset of the
gateway or a reset of a sensor node.
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LoRaWan nodes
LoRaWAN-enabled Sensor Nodes (LoSN) are commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)

devices by Libelium (n.d.). There are two distinct categories of nodes, parking
sensors and water quality sensors. According to Polycarpou et al. (2013), the
expanding use of IoT technologies enables the collection of parking availability
information even from on-street parking spots. The parking sensors are based on the
measurement of the magnetic field strength in 3 orthogonal axes. The sensors are
installed on the road surface and, at a programmable interval, they provide a status
for the occupation of the parking space, based on the field strength compared to a
predefined threshold. The water quality sensors are installed in city’s water reser-
voirs and provide measurements about: temperature, conductivity, pH, water
height, and chloride, ammonium, nitrate, calcium ions. All sensors are using the
Microchip RN2483 LoRa modules, which are certified to the LoRaWAN specifi-
cation (LoRa Alliance n.d.).

The respective LoRaWAN Gateways (LoGW) are built around the iC880A—
LoRaWAN concentrator module. Based on the Semtech SX1301, the iC880A
module is capable of receiving concurrently 8 LoRa packets with different
spreading factors and channels. The module is connected to a Raspberry-Pi 3
computing device, combined with LoRa Gateway open source software provided
by Semtech. The LoGW is providing the connectivity to the LoRaWAN server.

2.4.2.2 OpenIoT Middleware

As earlier mentioned, the OpenIoT middleware is a fundamental component of the
IoT platform. The middleware realizes a layer between the IoT Sensor Network and
the various applications that need to use the facilities of this network; and it
seamlessly interconnects the IoT Network, exposing it as a virtual representation to
end users, while also providing extra functionalities for improved security and
privacy.

The OpenIoT middleware consists of several core components, namely
(Fig. 2.6): the LSM Server, the Scheduler Core Server, the RabbitMQ Server and
the RDF Server. The LSM Server and the Scheduler Core Server are deployed in an
application server. The RDF Server and RabbitMQ server are standalone applica-
tions, which run on the same workstation. A rich HTTP Restful API is also used for
serving communication among the middleware components of the Heraklion Smart
City platform.

The LSM Server component is responsible for managing the IoT Network. One
of its main functionalities is to listen for registration requests from the IoT network
components, while registering and granting them access to the Heraklion smart city
ecosystem. The notion of Features of Interest (FOIs) is employed. FOIs are digital
representations of a physical or geographical object and logically represent the
entity, which a sensor or a group of them is able to observe or manipulate through
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sensing or actuation. The LSM Server registers IoT Gateways and IoT Sensors,
while mapping them according to specific predefined FOIs. The LSM server
component receives data from the sensors and publishes them to the RabbitMQ
Server. It maintains the status of the IoT network and periodically updates metadata
related to the network components.

The Scheduler Core component is responsible for handling the service requests
from the Open Data Middleware (ODM) Layer. Due of the nature of the archi-
tecture, it provides an abstract view of the Testbed Topology to applications
through random generated “handles”. This component also manages and maintains
various data channels according to active handles and active data streams. The
Scheduler Core HTTP Restful API provides functions, such advertising a full list of
available FOIs and the type of metrics that can be acquired from them. Other
functions such as the ability to get a handle, based on a specific FOI, while getting
data using it is also exposed. The Scheduler Core finds the mapped resource and
creates the appropriate data stream from the resource that the ODM Layer has
requested, thus generating and providing the handle on-the-fly.

The RDF Server is an instance of a Linked Data Server. OpenLink Virtuoso is
being used, a scalable cross-platform server that combines Relational, Graph, and
Document Data Management with Web, providing Resource Description
Framework (RDF) capabilities. Its main purpose is to securely store and maintain
data about the smart city topology (Sensors, Sensor types, IoT Gateways FOIs),
such as geographical data, type of sensors per gateway, network information (IPs,
ports), unique IDs for every component and their properties, etc.

For non-persistent storage, the RabbitMQ Server is used, which is an open
source message broker software. Temporary buffers are created for those readings,
which are relevant for an application or even multiple clients’ requests, and which

Fig. 2.6 Middleware components
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are meant only to store the sensors’ data until their consumption. A time-to-live flag
for each queue makes sure that data are not kept indefinitely. Using this technique,
only requested data are maintained in the memory of the middleware, which
auto-expire when they are not needed anymore, thus saving disk, memory and
computing resources.

2.4.2.3 Open Data Middleware

The Open Data Middleware (ODM) is responsible for collecting, storing, main-
taining and delivering data acquired from sensor data streams (through OpenIoT
middleware) and external open data municipal sources (Fig. 2.7). Sensor data is
retrieved by a set of Data Loaders, implemented in Java, separately for each
modality (temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure etc.).

Each data loader uses the OpenIoT middleware API to access and collect the
recorded measurements, which, as described in Sect. 2.4.1.2, are then stored in a
PostgreSQL database, a part of which is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Database entities are classified into the following four main categories:

Sensor network tables
These tables model the network of sensors that constitute the IoT infrastructure.

Such tables are FOIS, DEVICES and SENSORS. The FOIS table holds all the
features of interest (foi) that have been defined for the city of Heraklion, e.g.
Eleftherias square, Morosini fountain square etc. Each foi can be linked with one or

Fig. 2.7 Middleware
interoperability
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more DEVICES, which represent the physical devices in which different sensors are
installed. The available devices and sensors, along with their characteristics, are
stored in the DEVICES and SENSORS table respectively.

Sensor measurement tables
Sensor readings are stored in different tables, based on the modality of the

measured value (e.g. Temperature, Noise, Wind etc.). Each modality table stores the
time series retrieved values together with all related metadata (e.g. Fig. 2.8—
AMBIENT_TEMPERATURE table).

Non-IoT Open Data tables
A separate set of tables is used for storing municipal open data from external

sources. Such tables are shown in Fig. 2.9 and their content is described in details in
Sect. 2.4.3.1.

Statistical analysis tables
This set of tables is reserved for storing the output of the Statistical Data

Analysis Component. Attributes related to the analytics process. such as the tem-
poral window of values examined, calculated uncertainties and identified alerts

Fig. 2.8 Open data middleware—database schema example
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(based on the Alert Level definition described in Sect. 2.4.2.4) are stored and
maintained within these structures (e.g. Fig. 2.10).

As mentioned in Sect. 2.4.1.2, stored data is exposed to application level (both
native and 3rd party applications) through a RESTful API defined by postgREST.
The provision of complex aggregated data requests is accommodated by a set of
user defined functions, aggregates and views. Examples are the:

• avg_cyclic user-defined aggregate function, which calculates the average wind
direction.

• get_wind_history function that summarizes information about wind speed for a
specific time period. Such function returns the occurrences of recorded mea-
surements, for each secondary inter-cardinal wind direction (N, NNE, NE, etc.)
and wind speed range in the Beaufort scale (calm, 1–2, 3–4, 5–6 and over 7).
This function is used for visualizing wind historic data on a wind-compass
schema.

• dashboard_data view returns the latest average values for all features of interest
and for all modalities.

• get_measurements_averages function returns the average values given a
modality, a set of devices, a time window and a granularity level of aggregation.

Fig. 2.9 Municipal data from external sources
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2.4.2.4 Analytics

A common concept for IoT deployments for smart cities’ applications is that
sensing streams arrive at a centralized data management entity at extremely frequent
time intervals from multiple locations. The herein architecture for the Statistical
Data Analysis Component, presented in Fig. 2.11, considers this rationale for
performing on-line quantification of uncertainties; and generating different levels of
alerts.

Specifically, the Acquisition module is responsible for directly interacting with the
Open Data Middleware and retrieving the sensing modalities S_p = {s_1, s_2,…, s_N}

Fig. 2.10 Ambient temperature analytics
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of each IoT sensing platform p deployed within the city. Depending on both the
sampling rate of the sensing modalities and the on-line requirements of the
end-user, these streams are derived in temporal windows, corresponding to W units
of time (e.g., minutes). The resulting data chunk D_s for each sensing modality s 2
S_p, is fed into the Analytics module, which is responsible for checking the con-
tents of D_s for consistency, estimating the expanded uncertainty U(D_s)
(Sect. 2.4.1.3), and providing first order-statistics for D_s over the temporal
window W. Subsequently, the result of the Analytics module is employed by the
Alerts module, which is responsible for categorizing the status the s-th modality of
the p-th platform in different levels of alert, encoding different states of the s-th
sensing modality:

(a) The absence of data from the s-th modality at the specific temporal window W;
(b) The provision of a data chuck D_s with no statistical variance [var(D_s) = 0];
(c) Non-compliance with the manufacturer operational limits;
(d) Non-compliance with the application-defined limits for the uncertainty-aware

data chunk [D_s ± U(D_s)] (Sect. 2.4.1.3), which are associated to the
application-defined limits (e.g., nominal range of temperature, healthcare limits
for emission of gasses in the atmosphere).

Table 2.2 summarizes the different types of alerts considered.
The output of the statistical data analysis component (i.e., 1-st order statistics,

expanded uncertainty and level of alert) is stored back to the Open Data
Middleware. The above procedure is repeated for as long as fresh data streams
arrive at the ODM, since the phenomena associated with these applications alternate
at a frequent pace.

Fig. 2.11 The architecture of the statistical data analysis component
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2.4.3 Heraklion Smart City—Open Data Web Portal

The Open Data Web Portal is a key component of the municipality’s strategy
towards building a smart and open city. It serves as an information hub as well as a
repository for storing and distributing the municipality’s open data (Fig. 2.12).

Table 2.2 The different types of alert that the statistical data analysis component considers

Alert
level

Description Reasoning of alert

1 Lack of data from the s-th modality within W Platform/Network
failure

2 No statistical variance of Ds Sensor failure

3 Contents of Ds are below the lower operational limit of
the sensor manufacturer

4 Contents of Ds are above the upper operational limit of
the sensor manufacturer

5 Ds � UðDsÞ are above the lower operational limit
defined by the application

Ambient of pollution
emerging phenomena

6 Ds � UðDsÞ are below the upper operational limit
defined by the application

7 Ds � UðDsÞ are below the lower operational limit
defined by the application

8 Ds � UðDsÞ are above the upper operational limit
defined by the application

0 Normal status

Fig. 2.12 Heraklion smart city web portal—home page
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The portal provides a detailed description of the municipality’s vision of a smart
city. The vision aims to address the specific needs and challenges of the city; and
focuses on six distinctive categories: e-governance, smart living, smart citizens,
energy and environment, mobility and transportation, and economy. Citizens can
view information regarding each category and related city projects that belong to
the selected category (Fig. 2.13).

Additionally, the portal offers:

• News and updates regarding the municipality’s actions, events, festivals, etc.
• Updates about nominations and awards received by the city.
• Visualization of open data collected by the IoT infrastructure (either real time or

by exploring historic data).
• Visualization of Municipal data.
• Access to Open Data Datasets.
• Web APIs for third party integration.

In addition, the portal provides a Management and Monitoring System (see
Sect. 2.4.3.2), which on the one hand displays information regarding the current
operational status of the IoT infrastructure (Gateways and individual devices’ sta-
tus); and on the other hand, it contains an alarm notification system that informs the
portal administrators of extreme events (e.g. when CO2 health limits are exceeded)
and of potential malfunction of specific sensors. The Management and Monitoring
System can only be accessed by authorized users.

Fig. 2.13 Page with the detailed description of the e-Governance pillar together with the pillar’s
related projects
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On a technical level, the Heraklion Smart City Open Data Web Portal consists of
three distinct components, the Content Management System, the Datasets
Management System and the Open Data Visualizer. The three components are
configured to provide a unified user experience, with seamless transitions between
the components.

WordPress was selected as the Content Management System for its easy and
comprehensive administration interface. CKAN was employed as the Datasets
Management System (Fig. 2.14). CKAN is used by many public institutions
seeking to share their data with the general public. The Open Data Visualizer was
implemented as Single Page Application using Google’s AngularJS framework.
The graphs are dynamically generated SVG images. which are rendered using the
D3js library.

2.4.3.1 Open Data Visualization and Exploratory Search

The Open Data Visualizer provides visualizations of sensor measurements, recor-
ded by the IoT infrastructure and collected by the Open Data middleware, as well as
data from other sources, such as the municipality’s social service, the civil register,
the demographics service etc. The Open Data Visualizer employs both infographics
and basic charts (e.g. line charts, bar charts, etc.) for displaying information.
Infographics are used as visual shorthand for presenting complex data quickly and
clearly. Basic charts are used when the user needs an extended view of the collected

Fig. 2.14 CKAN dataset management system
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data. Basic Charts are presented alongside with exploratory search mechanisms for
the examination and comparison of collected data.

The Visualizer employs the notion of Features of Interest (FOIs) for aggregating
a set of devices and sensors under a single unit. Visualization of FOIs data is an
aggregation of the recorded values of the individual devices or sensors in a specific
geographic area.

The Open Data Visualizer is organized under the following categories: urban
environment, water resources, parking monitoring and municipal open data.

Urban environment monitoring
The Urban environment monitoring component provides an interface for

examining the Heraklion IoT infrastructure, displaying real-time data and exploring
historic data. The following parameters are monitored: ambient temperature,
ambient humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind (speed and direction), dust, VOC
(volatile organic compounds), noise level, luminosity, and gases concentrations
(SO2, NO, NO2, CO2, O3).

Water resources
Water sensors are installed on the municipality’s water reservoirs. The water

sensors record measurements regarding the quality and the quantity of the water
(water level, water temperature, conductivity, PH and ions {NH4+ , NO3−, Cl−,
and Ca2+}).

Parking monitoring
Parking sensors are placed in various locations in the city, where parking is

prohibited. For that reason, the views for the parking sensors can only be accessed
by municipal police. A hypermap is used to display the real time status of each
parking sensor (either free or occupied). The map gets real-time updates by the
Open Data Middleware for the current sensor status.

Other municipal data
Besides the data collected by the IoT infrastructure, the Open Data Visualizer

also displays Municipal Data collected by other sources, such as the Civil Register,
the municipal library, the social services, etc. Data is combined and presented in
infographics that are generated dynamically by changing the selected time period
(semester or year). Furthermore, individual dataset exploration is provided.

In order to enhance the user experience, several visualization components have
been deployed with different user interfaces and functionalities, each serving a
distinct scope.

Dashboard
The dashboard offers a quick overview of the real time data. The main goal of

the dashboard is to display an integration of various data and to get the user
familiarized with the different types of data that is being collected. The information
displayed on the dashboard is organized in panels. Each panel is dedicated to a
different aspect of the smart city ecosystem, such as the municipality, the citizens,
the urban environment, etc. Users can interact with the panels and switch between
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views of the data being displayed. Each panel offers a link to a relevant page of the
Visualizer, where the user can explore in detail the displayed data (Fig. 2.15).

IoT infrastructure
A hypermap is used for displaying the spatial distribution of the environmental

IoT infrastructure. FOI’s are displayed on a map that users can interact with, by
panning and zooming as well as selecting specific FOIs. By selecting a FOI, a user
can examine which parameters are being monitored and view their respective
current values (Fig. 2.16).

Fig. 2.15 The open data visualizer dashboard

Fig. 2.16 FOI’s with real time sensor measurements
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Live data
The Live data view visualizes the latest unprocessed (raw) values of the selected

FOIs. Users can examine the real-time stream of data for all recorded parameters.
Users can select the list of FOIs to be displayed; and adjust the length of the
selected time window between one and six hours.

Environmental data explorer
Historic environmental data can be explored for each individual sensor modality.

Data is displayed on a line chart with each line representing a FOI. The displayed
values are aggregated by predefined time intervals. Users can adjust the selected
time window as well the aggregation of the values. Possible aggregation values are
by hour, day, week and month (Fig. 2.17). Moreover, wind measurements are
additionally visualized using a compass rose (also known as wind-rose), which
delivers a more concise perspective of the prevailing wind speeds and direction for
a given location.

2.4.3.2 Managing and Monitoring System

Heterogeneous networks are systems encompassing components that differ in terms
of software and hardware. A managing and monitoring system is required to present
information regarding the status of the nodes, sensory data, network statistics, etc.
The correlation of network statistics and weather condition can aid the network
administrator to detect potential problems and take the necessary actions.
A Monitoring Server (MS) has been developed for the Heraklion smart city
ecosystem, collecting and displaying metrics acquired by the sensor network. MS is

Fig. 2.17 The environmental data explorer
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also responsible for sending instant alerts in case of network failures or extreme
environmental events.

The MS consists of the following modules (Fig. 2.18): The Sensor Network
Observer, the Data Acquisition Engine and the Alarm Notification Engine. The goal
is to develop a handy tool that incorporates all modules in a single instance; and can
be deployed on various different platforms; hence it was implemented using
NodeJS. The HTTP Restful API is used as the communication module of the
system.

The Sensor Network Observer is responsible for acquiring data regarding the
status of the Sensor Network. It polls the IoT Gateways periodically at configurable
time intervals. At first, information such as the online status of the Gateway, the
date that it was last seen online, the number of the respective sensors that it
manages and which of them are online, are gathered by this component. The second
level of information encapsulates data regarding the sensors, such as their unique
ID, their Type and the types of measurements they are capable of providing, their
IPv6 addresses, their status (online/offline) and the date their last activity was
reported. HTTP GET requests are used for the polling procedure, and the format of
information data is based on JSON.

The role of the Data Acquisition Engine module is to receive data from the
Sensor Network Observer module, to aggregate it and transmit it securely in the
Open Data Middleware Layer. In addition to that, it receives sensory data from
the sensors, issuing HTTP posts. The IoT Gateways relay these measurements from
the sensors to the Acquisition Module as soon as they receive them from the sensors
they manage.

Fig. 2.18 Monitoring server architecture
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The Alarm Notification Engine is one of the basic parts of the Monitoring
Server. Its main goal is to monitor the data, relying on a framework of rules; and
alert the network administrators in case any rules have been violated. This frame-
work is a logical combination of simple comparisons. For example, if the tem-
perature is above 40 degrees or rainfall exceeds a certain threshold, then alert the
administrator. Administrators are aided by the Alarm Notification Engine to take
precautions or forecast an imminent failure of the network.

The extracted level of alerts for all sensing modalities over subsequent temporal
window that are stored in the Open Data Middleware are fed into the Managing and
Monitoring System of the Open Data Web Portal, for providing on-line notifica-
tions of the status of both the sensor modules as well as the ambient and pollution
conditions around the city. Specifically, the Managing and Monitoring system
yields notifications for the sensing modalities presented in Table 2.3. The lower and
upper operational limits associated to either the manufacturer specifications or the
nominal conditions1defined by the application (RERUM EU Project 2016) drive the
extraction of alerts {3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8} respectively.

Table 2.3 The lower and upper operational limits for each sensing modality for the calculation of
alerts

Sensing modality (unit) Lower
operational
limit
(manufacturer)

Upper
operational
limit
(manufacturer)

Lower
operational
limit
(application)

Upper
operational
limit
(application)

Ambient light (Lux) 0.1 40,000 0 12,000

Loudness (dB) 34.6 95 34.6 85

Rainfall (mm) 0 10 0 8

Temperature (C) −40 125 −10 50

Volatile organic compound
(VOC) (ppb)

0 600 0 600

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) (ppb) 0 20,000 0 7.09

Ozone (O3) (ppb) 0 20,000 0 47.3

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) (ppb) 0 20,000 0 19.7

Nitrogen oxide (NO) (ppb) 0 250,000 0 25,000

Particle matter (mg/m3) 0 0.8 0 0.05

Humidity (%RH) 0 100 0 100

Carbon dioxide (CO2) (ppm) 0 20,000 0 430

Atmospheric pressure (hPa) 300 1100 600 1050

Wind speed (Km/h) 0 96 0 50

Wind direction (deg) 0 359 0 359

1European Environmental Agency, https://www.eea.europa.eu/
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Different levels of alert are addressed to different users of the Open Data Web
Portal. Specifically, the levels of alert {1, 2, 3, 4} are associated to failures of the
sensing or network underlying infrastructure (e.g., consistent packet losses, power/
hardware failure) and are therefore aimed to the administrators of the platform. In
contrast, the levels of alerts {5, 6, 7, 8} map to the emergence of meteorological
(e.g., heat wave, flash flooding) or environmental (e.g., CO2 emission) alerting, and
thus are addressed to the environmental scientists and the municipal/prefectural
civil protection agencies.

2.4.3.3 API—End User Documentation

The Open Data Web Portal exposes public web APIs available for consumption by
third-party agents. The APIs endpoints provide direct access to data stored by the
Open Data Middleware system and the Datasets Management system. The APIs are
documented using the OpenAPI specification standard; and are offered with
read-only access to the general public. The Swagger UI is used for rendering the
API endpoints in the portal’s frontend.

The Open Data Middleware API endpoints are grouped in the following cate-
gories: IoT Infrastructure, environmental measurements, environmental measure-
ments analytics and other municipal data and datasets. The IoT infrastructure group
provides endpoints, which deal with FOIs, devices, sensors, modalities and the
relationships between them. The environmental measurements’ group offers end-
points for accessing the raw, unprocessed data as recorded by the IoT infrastructure.
The endpoints of other municipal data category deal with aggregated data regarding
the demographics, the library, the municipality’s financial data, the social services,
etc. Finally, the dataset’s group deals with retrieving datasets, dataset’s files and
their respective metadata.

2.5 Lessons Learnt—Future Work

Following the process of creating a Smart City ecosystem in Heraklion, several
lessons were learned mainly stemming from the need to combine state of the art and
non-mature technologies with out of the shelf-products. Especially in the case of
IoT nodes, issues were faced with the extreme weather conditions of the
Mediterranean (e.g. during summer), which resulted in the development of a new
prototype node that could handle the large amount of sensors employed by the
infrastructure, while at the same time being robust to weather conditions.

The locations where IoT devices are installed should also be very carefully
planned, since the positioning of the devices can affect significantly the measure-
ments, i.e. if the devices have direct contact with sunlight, the temperature or the
light sensors may exhibit higher values. The installation points should also be
selected in order to avoid physical tampering of the devices or excessive wireless
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traffic that may create congestion and lost measurements. This latter part is extre-
mely important, as most IoT devices operate in the ISM bands, which are normally
congested within cities. This implies that communication links should be carefully
tested prior to installation of devices at the desired locations. A reliable network
monitoring mechanism should be in place so that the network administrator can
easily check for malfunctioning devices or faulty links and act to solve the issues.

The configuration of IoT devices is mainly done manually with physical access
to the devices (i.e. via a USB interface). Considering that in cities, hundreds or
thousands of devices will be installed and many times in remote, not easily
accessible, locations, it is not possible to easily reconfigure the devices manually.
Thus, remote re-configuration is mandatory for IoT smart city installations and this
can help significantly in the scalability of the overall system. Re-configurability can
be used for solving bugs, changing security keys, adding drivers and supporting
new protocols. This latter part is very important due to the severe technology
fragmentation and the plethora of available communication and networking tech-
nologies and protocols.

This inevitably leads to the need for standardization, as existing IoT solutions
follow different communication standards and platforms. Furthermore, as the
infrastructure expanded, the need of data and device management became apparent.
This can be perceived in terms of devices as the need for automated reporting,
self-analysis, self-validation, self-operational assessment and ultimately self-healing
(coping with the lack of human-resources in municipalities as a result of the eco-
nomic recession in Greece). At the same time, the need for reporting was addressed
through both the web portal and the VR visualization framework.

In the future, the ultimate goal is to disseminate the outcomes of this research
work, while continuously updating the infrastructure to keep up with new scientific
and technical developments. Updates in the IoT infrastructure include the deploy-
ment of more smart parking sensors throughout the city, city center traffic moni-
toring, municipal buildings energy management, etc. Furthermore, fostering the
exploitation of the smart city ecosystem by the ICT sector at the city of Heraklion
will create innovation and new added value services for all citizens.
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